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Our topic this term 

This term, we will be learning about famous explorers, in particular, Christopher Columbus and Neil 

Armstrong. This topic will include a mixture of History, Geography, Science and Art objectives. We 

intend to get our explorers role play area set up very soon, which will allow the children time to play 

on board a ‘ship’ and imagine what it would have been like as a sailor. We have our Showcase 

Assembly planned for Friday 13th July. We hope you can join us for our voyage back in time! 

Year 1 Phonics Screening 

All Year 1 children (unless exempt) will be taking 

the statutory phonics check on the week 

commencing Monday 11th June. It is designed to 

confirm whether pupils have 

learnt phonic decoding to an appropriate 

standard. The check consists of 20 real words 

and 20 pseudo-words that a child reads aloud to 

Miss Tyers. Therefore, it would be really helpful 

to continue going over the Phase 5 sounds taught 

so far in their red sound books and to read as 

much as possible! If you have any questions or 

would like to know more please see me at the end 

of the school day. 

Year 2 SATs 

As you may know, the time is rapidly approaching 

for the Year 2 SATs. The children will be taking 

these tests throughout the month of May in 

small groups. I can assure you that we will do 

everything we can to make these tests seem as 

normal as possible for the children, to reduce 

any anxiety or worries.  

The 4 tests are: 

- Maths Arithmetic (approx. 20 minutes) 

- Maths Reasoning (approx. 35 minutes) 

- Reading Paper 1 (approx. 30 minutes) 

- Reading Paper 2 (approx. 40 minutes) 

I will be holding a group meeting for parents 

within the next couple of weeks to discuss this in 

more detail and answer any questions you might 

have, so please keep your eye out for the letter! 

PE 

This term, the children will have PE on Thursdays 

and Fridays. Please ensure PE kits are kept in 

school on children’s pegs and ALL items are 

clearly labelled. Children will need trainers for 

outdoor PE this term as they will be playing 

cricket on the field. 

Summer Essentials 

As the weather is beginning to get hotter, it is 

important that your child’s school uniform is 

clearly labelled (particularly cardigans and 

jumpers). Your child will also need a sun hat, a 

water bottle and, if appropriate, sun cream to 

apply during break time.  

Y1 Homework 

- Read at least 4 times a week for 5 minutes.  

- Recap the newly learnt phonics sounds from 

their red sounds book (which should always be 

kept in their book bags).  

- Read the High Frequency words. 

- Continue to work through the Maths Passport 

home booklets and use the links on the school 

website to play maths games related to their 

targets. 

Y2 Homework 

- Read at least 4 times a week for 5-10 minutes.  

- Complete weekly phonics/spelling homework 

(Due in every Monday).  

- Complete Maths Homework given out on a 

Friday and due in for the following Friday (unless 

otherwise stated).  

- Continue to work through the Maths Passport 

home booklets, using the links on our website to 

play maths games related to their targets. 

What a lovely start it is been to the Summer term already! I look forward to another term full of 

exciting, new learning opportunities and hopefully some nice weather for us to take our learning 

outside. If you have any comments or concerns about your child’s learning, please do not hesitate to 

make an appointment to see me so we can discuss it further. Thank you for your continued support.  

Miss A. Tyers 



 
Literacy 

 Descriptive/Persuasive 

advert writing 

 Spring Poetry 

 Recounts 

 Story writing 

Year 1 – Phase 5 revision 

Year 2 – Phase 6 spelling scheme 

Physical 

Education 

Cricket and 

athletics 

Religious Education 

We will be learning about 

Judaism this term. The children 

will learn about Jewish stories 

and identify objects that are 

special to Jews. They will learn 

about special Jewish 

celebrations and why these are 

celebrated. 

Numeracy 

Year 1 

-Solving word problems using all 4 calculations. 

-To tell and write the time to half past and 

o’clock. 

- To know the names of each month in 

chorological order. 

-Sequence events in order (next, first, today, 

yesterday). 

- Position and direction 

Year 2 

- Solving 2-step word problems using all 4 

calculations. 

- To tell and write the time to 5 minutes. 

- To compare and sequence intervals of time 

- SATs (Arithmetic and Reasoning papers) 

- Position and direction 

Science 

This term, the children will be learning 

about the basic needs of plants for 

survival and the impact of changing 

these. We will identify the main parts of 

plants and trees and understand how 

these parts work together to help the 

plant grow. They will also observe the 

main changes as seeds and bulbs grow 

into mature plants.  

Topic 

The children will develop their historical 

knowledge and understanding of the 

lives and significance of Christopher 

Columbus and Neil Armstrong. They will 

identify the kit needed for an 

expedition and compare the equipment 

taken by Columbus and Armstrong on 

their voyages. The children will discover 

navigation techniques and learn about 

the materials used by Columbus and 

Armstrong. We hope to have a visit from 

an inflatable planetarium to learn more 

about space AND go on a trip to 

Cheddar Gorge to put our navigational 

skills to the test and explore the caves! 

Famous Explorers! 

Summer 2018 

Computing 

‘Exploring’ fonts, 

using text and 

images to 

communicate 

clearly. 

 


